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ABSTRACT
We present chemical abundances for planetary nebulae and H II regions in the Local Group
dwarf irregular galaxy NGC 6822 based upon spectroscopy obtained at the Canada-France-Hawaii
Telescope using the Multi-Object Spectrograph. From these and similar data compiled from the
literature for planetary nebulae in the Magellanic Clouds, Sextans A, Sextans B, and Leo A,
we consider the origin and evolution of the stellar progenitors of bright planetary nebulae in
dwarf irregular galaxies. On average, the oxygen abundance observed in the bright planetary
nebulae in these galaxies coincides with that measured in the interstellar medium, indicating
that, in general, the bright planetary nebulae in dwarf irregulars descend primarily, though not
exclusively, from stars formed in the relatively recent past. We also find that the ratio of neon
to oxygen abundances in these bright planetary nebulae is identical to that measured in the
interstellar medium, indicating that neither abundance is significantly altered as a result of the
evolution of their stellar progenitors. We do find two planetary nebulae, that in Sextans A and
S33 in NGC 6822, where oxygen appears to have been dredged up, but these are the exception
rather than the rule. In fact, we find that even nitrogen is not always dredged up, so it appears
that the dredge-up of oxygen is uncommon for the abundance range of the sample.
Subject headings: galaxies: abundances—galaxies: individual (NGC 6822)—galaxies: irregular—ISM:
abundances—ISM: planetary nebulae (general)—stars: evolution
1. Introduction
It is well-known that the stellar progenitors of
planetary nebulae modify their initial chemical
composition through the course of their evolution.
Typically, the matter that is returned to the in-
terstellar medium via the nebular shell is enriched
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in helium and often in nitrogen, carbon, and s-
process elements (e.g., Forestini & Charbonnel
1997; Marigo 2001). Recently, theoretical work
has suggested that oxygen is also produced as a
result of dredge-up in the progenitors of planetary
nebulae from very low metallicities to those as high
as that of the LMC (e.g., Marigo 2001; Herwig
2004). These models indicate that the dredge-up
of oxygen should be a relatively common result
of the third dredge-up that accompanies thermal
pulses on the asymptotic giant branch, at least at
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low metallicities (e.g., Z < 0.25Z⊙), especially for
planetary nebulae derived from progenitors in the
2−3M⊙ range. However, clear examples of its oc-
currence are rare. Pe´quignot et al. (2000) found
evidence of oxygen dredge-up in the planetary neb-
ula He 2-436 in the Sagittarius dwarf spheroidal
from a detailed comparison with Wray 16-423, an-
other planetary nebula in the same galaxy.
In principle, planetary nebulae in dwarf irreg-
ulars allow the hypothesis that oxygen is dredged
up to be tested rather carefully, since the limiting
composition of the stellar progenitors is known,
namely that of the interstellar medium. At least
in the Magellanic Clouds, Sextans B, and Leo
A, bright planetary nebulae have oxygen abun-
dances similar to those found in the interstel-
lar medium (Richer 1993; Magrini et al. 2005;
Kniazev et al. 2005; van Zee et al. 2006). Pre-
liminary results indicate that this situation also
holds in NGC 6822 and NGC 3109 (Knaizev et al.
2006; Leisy et al. 2006). The evidence currently
available also indicates that the progenitors of
these planetary nebulae generally did not modify
their initial oxygen abundances significantly (§3;
Richer 2006). Consequently, the high oxygen
abundance in bright planetary nebulae in dwarf
irregulars implies that their stellar progenitors are
derived from relatively recent star formation. If
so, some of the progenitors of these planetary neb-
ulae may have been relatively massive, in which
case the chances of observing the dredge-up of
nitrogen and, perhaps, oxygen should be high.
Here, we present an analysis of nitrogen and
oxygen production by considering the chemical
compositions of the bright planetary nebulae in
the Magellanic Clouds, Sextans A and B, NGC
6822, and Leo A. In Section 2, we present our ob-
servations of planetary nebulae and H II regions
in NGC 6822 as well as the reduction and analy-
sis of these data. In Section 3, we compile similar
data for the planetary nebulae in the Magellanic
Clouds, Sextans A and B, and Leo A, and demon-
strate that the abundances in planetary nebulae
and H II regions in all of these galaxies are gener-
ally similar. In Section 4, we consider the nucle-
osynthetic production in the progenitors of bright
planetary nebulae, finding that oxygen production
is rare and that even nitrogen production is not as
common as supposed. We present our conclusions
in Section 5.
2. Observations and Analysis
2.1. Observations and Data Reductions
Our observations of NGC 6822 were obtained
at the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope using the
Multi-Object Spectrograph (MOS; Le Fe`vre et al.
1994) on UT 17-19 August 1998. The MOS is a
multi-object, imaging, grism spectrograph that
uses focal plane masks constructed from previ-
ously acquired images. The object slits were
chosen to be 1′′ wide, but of varying lengths
to accommodate the objects of interest. In all
cases, however, the slit lengths exceeded 12′′. We
used a 600 lmm−1 grism that gave a dispersion of
105 A˚mm−1 and a central wavelength of 4950 A˚.
The detector was the STIS2 2048 × 2048 CCD.
The pixel size was 21microns, yielding a spatial
scale at the detector of 0.′′43 pix−1. The spectral
coverage varied depending upon the object’s posi-
tion within the field of view, but usually covered
the 3700-6700A˚ interval. Likewise, the disper-
sion was typically 2.1 A˚ pix−1, but varied depend-
ing upon the object’s position within the field of
view (from 1.9 A˚ pix−1 to 2.2 A˚ pix−1). Images in
the light of [O III]λ5007 and the continuum at
5500A˚ were acquired on UT 17 August 1998 and
used to select objects for observation. Spectra
were obtained the following two nights. A total
of five exposures of 1800 seconds each were ob-
tained. The photometric calibration was achieved
using observations of BD+17◦4708, BD+25◦3941,
BD+26◦2606, BD+33◦2642, and HD 19445. Spec-
tra of the HgNeAr lamps were used to calibrate
in wavelength. Pixel-to-pixel variations were re-
moved using spectra of the halogen lamp taken
through the masks created for the standard stars
and NGC 6822.
The spectra were reduced using the specred
package of the Image Reduction and Analysis
Facility2 (IRAF). The procedure for data re-
duction followed approximately that outlined in
Massey et al. (1992). The mean of the overscan
section was subtracted from all images. A zero-
correction image was constructed from overscan-
subtracted bias images and was subtracted from
all images. The fit1d task was used to fit the
2IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomical
Observatories, which is operated by the Associated Uni-
versities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under contract
to the National Science Foundation.
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columns of the overscan- and zero-correction-
subtracted flat field images with a many-piece
linear spline to remove the shape of the halogen
lamp to form normalized flat field images. Im-
ages of the standard stars and NGC 6822 were
divided by the appropriate normalized flat field
image. The spectra of the planetary nebulae and
H II regions in NGC 6822 were then extracted and
calibrated in wavelength using the spectra of the
arc lamps. Next, the spectra of the standard stars
were used to calibrate in flux. Finally, the flux-
and wavelength-calibrated spectra were averaged
to produce the final spectra.
2.2. Line Intensities
Table 1 presents the raw line intensities nor-
malized to Hβ and their uncertainties (1 σ) for
each object, measured on a scale where the Hβ
line has an intensity of 100. The line intensi-
ties were measured using the software described
in McCall et al. (1985). This software simultane-
ously fits a sampled Gaussian profile to the emis-
sion line(s) and a straight line to the continuum.
The quoted errors include the uncertainties from
the fit to the line itself, the fit to the reference
line (Hβ), and the noise in the continuum for
both lines. For those lines where no uncertainty is
quoted, the intensity given is an upper limit (2 σ).
Table 1 also includes the reddening deter-
mined from Hα/Hβ and Hγ/Hβ, assuming in-
trinsic ratios appropriate for the temperature and
density observed. The temperature and den-
sity finally adopted for each object is given in
Table 2 (see §2.4 for details). Normally, both
estimates of the reddening agree within errors.
The Fitzpatrick (1999) reddening law was used,
parametrized with a total-to-selective extinction
of 3.041. This parametrization delivers a true ra-
tio of total-to-selective extinction of 3.07 when
integrated over the spectrum of Vega (McCall
2004), which is the average value for the dif-
fuse component of the interstellar medium of the
Milky Way (McCall & Armour 2000). The un-
certainties quoted for reddenings, temperatures,
and densities are derived from the maximum and
minimum line ratios allowed considering the un-
certainties in the line intensities.
The line intensities were corrected for reddening
according to
log
F (λ)
F (Hβ)
= log
I(λ)
I(Hβ)
−0.4E(B−V )(A1(λ)−A1(Hβ))
(1)
where F (λ)/F (Hβ) and I(λ)/I(Hβ) are the ob-
served and reddening-corrected line intensity ra-
tios, respectively, E(B−V ) is the reddening deter-
mined from the F (Hα)/F (Hβ) ratio, when avail-
able, and A1(λ) is the extinction in magnitudes for
E(B−V ) = 1mag, i.e., A1(λ) = A(λ)/E(B−V ),
A(λ) being the reddening law (Fitzpatrick 1999).
The values of A1(λ) used for all lines are given in
column 3 of Table 1. The optical depth at 1µm,
which is a much clearer descriptor of the amount
of obscuration, can be computed by multiplying
E(B − V ) by 1.054 (see McCall 2004).
2.3. Object Identification and Classifica-
tion
Object names are taken from Hodge (1977),
Killen & Dufour (1982), Hodge et al. (1988),
and Leisy et al. (2005a). Only the object de-
noted pn-020 is not included among the sources
found in previous studies. This new object is su-
perposed on the H II region Ho15. Below, we
argue that this object is a planetary nebula, so we
denote it as pn-020, extending the naming scheme
of Leisy et al. (2005a).
We classified the objects as planetary nebulae
if He IIλ4686 was present (a sufficient, though
not necessary, criterion), the object was point-
like, and no continuum was observed. Based upon
these criteria, S33, pn-010, pn-012, S16, and pn-
017 appear to be planetary nebulae, in agreement
with previous studies (Dufour & Talent 1980;
Richer & McCall 1995; Leisy et al. 2005a). At
the distance of NGC 6822 (0.5Mpc; Mateo 1998),
a planetary nebula with a typical radius of 0.1 pc
should be unresolved. KD29, Ho06, Ho10, and S10
are not point sources and therefore H II regions.
The foregoing leaves only pn-019 and pn-
020 unclassified. Both of these objects are
point sources in our images, but neither present
He IIλ4686 emission and both also present a con-
tinuum. It is tempting to automatically disqualify
any object with an observable continuum as a
planetary nebula, but an obvious problem with
this approach is that there are an abundance of
bright stars in star-forming galaxies that chance
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may throw along the line of sight. The case of pn-
019 is the simpler of the two. It is evident from
the on- and off-band images that there is a star
about 0.′′9 to the south that is also visible on the
finding chart presented by Leisy et al. (2005a).
In all likelihood, it is this object that contributes
the continuum emission. In the case of pn-020, on-
and off-band images as well as a section of the two-
dimensional spectrum are presented in Fig. 1. In
the two-dimensional spectrum, the line emission
is displaced from the continuum by about 0.′′5 to
the east. A second, fainter continuum source ap-
pears about 1.′′5 farther to the east of the pn-020.
Careful inspection of the on- and off-band im-
ages reveals these two objects to be stars. Conse-
quently, we conclude that pn-020 is not a source of
continuum emission. The emission line spectrum
further argues that this object is not an H II re-
gion or an unresolved nova or supernova remnant:
the observed [O III]λ5007/Hβ intensity ratio (Ta-
ble 1) is nearly double the highest value observed
in any H II region in NGC 6822 (Pagel et al.
1980; Peimbert et al. 2005; Lee et al. 2006, this
study) and the [S II]λλ6716,6731 lines in this ob-
ject are weaker than those in the four H II regions
observed here.
To summarize, we find that pn-019 and pn-
020 both appear to be planetary nebulae. Fig.
1 serves to locate pn-020. Leisy et al. (2005a)
present finding charts for the other planetary neb-
ulae. We conclude that our sample includes seven
planetary nebulae and four H II regions.
2.4. Physical Conditions and Chemical
Abundances
Table 2 presents the electron temperatures and
densities as well as the ionic and elemental abun-
dances derived for each object. The atomic data
employed for ions of N, O, and Ne are listed in
Table 3. For H◦ and He+, the emissivities of
Storey & Hummer (1995) were used. For He◦,
we used an extended list of the emissivities from
Porter et al. (2005) that was kindly provided by
R. Porter.
The ionic abundances were derived using
the SNAP software package (Krawchuk et al.
1997). The elemental abundances were calcu-
lated from the ionic abundances using the ion-
ization correction factors (ICFs) proposed by
Kingsburgh & Barlow (1994). The uncertainties
quoted for all quantities account for the uncertain-
ties in the line intensities involved in their deriva-
tion, including the uncertainties in the reddening.
However, the quoted uncertainties in the elemen-
tal abundances do not include the uncertainties
in the ICFs. Note that no ICFs are involved in
the N/O and Ne/O abundance ratios that are
tabulated in Table 2.
In the calculation of the elemental abundances,
we made an effort to adopt a scheme that treated
all objects as homogeneously as possible. Occa-
sionally, this will result in less than optimal el-
emental abundances for some objects, but has
the advantage of uniformity, i.e., the drawbacks
are common to all objects. For example, it is
feasible to use singlet lines of He I to compute
He+/H in some objects, but not in all. To avoid
the risk of introducing spurious differences, we
chose to use common lines for all objects. The
one exception to this rule is the O+/H ionic
abundance. When available, the ionic abundance
based upon [O II]λ3727 was used in favor of
that based upon [O II]λλ7319,7331. The elec-
tron temperature adopted is always based upon
the [O III]λλ4363/5007 ratio, the upper limit be-
ing used when [O III]λ4363 was not detected.
Likewise, the only electron densities adopted were
based upon the [S II]λλ6716,6731 lines, substitut-
ing values of 100 cm−3 and 2000 cm−3 for H II re-
gions and planetary nebulae, respectively, when
the density could not be derived. The density
adopted for planetary nebulae was chosen based
upon the results of Riesgo & Lo´pez (2006).
Oxygen abundances for the planetary nebu-
lae S16 and S33 were previously presented by
Dufour & Talent (1980) and Richer & McCall
(1995). Within uncertainties, the oxygen abun-
dances found here agree with their previous val-
ues. We note that the electron temperatures we
find for the planetary nebulae are generally higher
than those found for the H II regions, as expected.
Our oxygen abundances for the H II regions
KD29, Ho10, and Ho06 are similar to those derived
previously for other H II regions in NGC 6822 by
Pagel et al. (1980), Peimbert et al. (2005), and
Lee et al. (2006) for the objects in which they
detect [O III]λ4363. For KD29, we only have an
upper limit to [O III]λ4363 (Table 1), but it is
quite low, so there is reason to believe that the
oxygen abundance we derive is not unreasonably
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low. For S10, we have a reasonable detection of
[O III]λ4363, so its low oxygen abundance is some-
what surprising.
Had we adopted lower temperatures for the
O+ zone, as done in Lee et al. (2006), we would
find slightly higher abundances for all objects ex-
cept Ho06 (its electron temperature would hardly
change in the Lee et al. (2006) scheme). The
reverse would be true had we adopted higher
temperatures in the O+ zone as Peimbert et al.
(2005) did. Lee et al. (2006) find a scatter
in their measured oxygen abundances of about
±0.1dex. We find about double this scatter,
driven by the low abundance for S10. The he-
lium abundances we derive for the H II regions
in our sample are similar to those obtained by
Pagel et al. (1980) and Peimbert et al. (2005).
3. Chemical Similarity between Planetary
Nebulae and H II Regions
We now consider the data available in the litera-
ture for bright planetary nebulae in dwarf irregular
galaxies. By bright planetary nebulae, we adopt
all planetary nebulae within 2mag of the brightest
in each galaxy. Selecting planetary nebulae based
upon high [O III]λ5007 luminosity affects the re-
sulting sample in two known ways (and perhaps
others so far unidentified). First, high [O III]λ5007
luminosity will favor the most oxygen-rich plane-
tary nebulae in each galaxy, at least for oxygen
abundances below that of the ISM in the SMC
(Dopita et al. 1992; Richer & McCall 1995). As
we argue below, this should favor objects result-
ing from recent star formation. Second, high
[O III]λ5007 luminosity will also favor planetary
nebulae early in their evolution (e.g., Jacoby
1989; Stasin´ska et al. 1998).
In Table 4, we compare the average oxygen
abundances in the bright planetary nebulae in
dwarf irregulars with the corresponding average
oxygen abundances in their H II regions. For all
of the planetary nebulae in all of the dwarf irreg-
ular galaxies, we have re-computed their chemi-
cal abundances from the line intensities given in
the data sources, following the procedure outlined
above for the planetary nebulae in NGC 6822. For
the H II regions in the Magellanic Clouds, Sextans
A and B, and Leo A, we have adopted the abun-
dances given in the original studies.
Figure 2 presents the information in Table 4
graphically. In all of the galaxies considered, the
mean oxygen abundance in planetary nebulae and
H II regions is the same, within uncertainties, ex-
cept in Sextans A. If Leo A is excluded, the data
suggest a trend. However, the significance of the
slope of a line fit to the data (excluding Leo A)
is then critically dependent upon the inclusion of
Sextans A, whose “population” of bright planetary
nebulae contains a single member. If Sextans A is
excluded, an F-test indicates that the slope of the
resulting relation is not statistically significant. If
Sextans A is included, the slope of the line fit to
the data is similar, but its statistical significance
improves notably, reducing the probability of ob-
taining the relation by chance to 6%. Indepen-
dent of the existence of any trend, Fig. 2 indicates
that the dredge-up of oxygen is uncommon among
the progenitors of the bright planetary nebulae,
since the mean abundance found for bright plan-
etary nebulae agrees with that in the interstellar
medium, at least for dwarf irregular galaxies with
metallicities similar to or greater than that of the
SMC.
Figure 3 illustrates the excellent correlation be-
tween neon and oxygen abundances in bright plan-
etary nebulae in dwarf irregular galaxies. No er-
ror bars are drawn for the planetary nebulae in
the Magellanic Clouds since this information is not
generally available from the original sources. How-
ever, it is likely that the uncertainties are similar
to those for the other planetary nebulae. In this
figure, we also plot the relationship between these
abundances found by Izotov et al. (2006) in emis-
sion line galaxies, where the relation is set by the
nucleosynthetic yields of type II supernovae. The
agreement between the two relations is excellent.
A linear least squares fit to the planetary nebula
data yields
12 + log(Ne/H) = (1.043± 0.075)X − 1.04± 0.61
(2)
where X = 12 + log(O/H). Within uncertainties,
the slope and intercept coincide with the relation
found by Izotov et al. (2006). Since the stellar
progenitors of planetary nebulae are not expected
to modify their neon abundance during their evo-
lution (Marigo et al. 2003), the good correlation
found between the oxygen and neon abundances
indicates that the progenitors of bright planetary
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nebulae in dwarf irregulars generally do not mod-
ify either abundance. This correlation is the basis
for supposing that the most oxygen-rich planetary
nebulae in dwarf irregulars are the result of recent
star formation rather than dredge-up.
Figure 4 plots the N/O abundance ratio as a
function of the oxygen abundance. In this figure,
both the N/O ratio and the oxygen abundance in
the planetary nebulae are calculated relative to the
values observed in the ISM (H II regions). This fig-
ure emphasizes that most of the bright planetary
nebulae in these galaxies have oxygen abundances
close to the ISM values. It also emphasizes how
little N/O varies from its ISM values in some of
these galaxies, particularly NGC 6822 and Sextans
B.
4. Nucleosynthesis in the Progenitors of
Planetary Nebulae
Returning to Fig. 2, population synthesis mod-
els indicate that the oxygen abundance in the
planetary nebula population is always expected to
be below that observed in the interstellar medium
(Richer et al. 1997), though those models assume
that the progenitors of planetary nebulae do not
dredge up oxygen. As the oxygen abundance
decreases, these models indicate that the differ-
ence in abundance between the planetary nebulae
and the interstellar medium should decrease. The
sense of any possible trend in Fig. 2 is therefore
in agreement with these expectations. The novelty
is that Fig. 2 indicates that the bright planetary
nebulae may in fact have oxygen abundances ex-
ceeding those in the interstellar medium at low
oxygen abundances. In the context of population
synthesis models, an oxygen abundance in plane-
tary nebulae exceeding that found in the interstel-
lar medium requires that the progenitors of the
planetary nebulae commonly dredge up oxygen.
The planetary nebula in Sextans A has a strong
bearing on whether oxygen is judged to be dredged
up at low metallicity. In Fig. 5, we present the
N/Ne abundance ratio as a function of the Ne/O
abundance ratio for the planetary nebulae in our
sample. We adopt these abundance ratios since
neon is neither expected nor observed to change
significantly as a result of the prior evolution of the
progenitors of planetary nebulae (Marigo et al.
2003). We also plot the Ne/O ratio found at
an oxygen abundance of 12 + log(O/H) = 8.0 dex
(Izotov et al. 2006). If oxygen is dredged up, one
expects that Ne/O should be low. N/Ne will de-
pend upon which processes have dredged up ni-
trogen (Marigo 2001). Low Ne/O is found for the
planetary nebula in Sextans A and for S33 in NGC
6822. Thus, oxygen is dredged up on occasion.
While the above examples support the hypoth-
esis that oxygen can occasionally be dredged up,
they do not address the principal concern, which
is whether oxygen is routinely dredged up at low
metallicity. The planetary nebula in Leo A pro-
vides useful guidance. As van Zee et al. (2006)
argue, this object may not be the result of re-
cent star formation in Leo A, but may have been
formed some time in the past. The oxygen abun-
dance in this object is the same as that in the inter-
stellar medium. Furthermore, the nebula falls on
the neon-oxygen relation for star-forming galaxies.
It follows that the progenitor of this planetary neb-
ula did not substantially modify its initial store of
oxygen. If one accepts that the planetary nebula
in Leo A is not derived from a recently formed, and
therefore relatively massive, stellar progenitor, the
comparison of this object with the planetary neb-
ula in Sextans A allows the possibility that only
massive progenitors of planetary nebulae dredge
up oxygen, provided, of course, that the planetary
nebula in Sextans A descends from a massive pro-
genitor. If the planetary nebula in Leo A is the
result of recent star formation, one must conclude
that oxygen is only dredged up under some frac-
tion of circumstances, even at very low metallicity.
The prevalence of oxygen self-enrichment should
become clearer in the near future. Three groups
have undertaken spectroscopy of planetary nebu-
lae in NGC 3109 (Leisy et al. 2005b; Knaizev et al.
2006; Pen˜a et al. 2006). Given NGC 3109’s
oxygen abundance of 12 + log(O/H) ∼ 7.8 dex
(Lee et al. 2003), its population of planetary
nebulae should help clarify whether the trend
in Fig. 2 is significant. Likewise, spectroscopy
of the planetary nebulae recently reported in IC
1613 and WLM would be helpful (both galax-
ies have 12 + log(O/H) ∼ 7.7 dex; Lee et al.
2003). It would also be useful to confirm that
planetary nebulae have systematically lower abun-
dances than the interstellar medium at oxygen
abundances exceeding 12 + log(O/H) = 8dex.
Spectroscopy of the planetary nebulae in IC 10
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(12 + log(O/H) ∼ 8.2 dex; Lee et al. 2003) or
in the disks of M31, M33, or other nearby spirals
would be useful in this regard. (Planetary nebu-
lae in the disk of the Milky Way are less desirable
since their absolute luminosities are much more
difficult to ascertain.)
Figure 4 emphasizes the difficulty of interpret-
ing nitrogen abundances. It is apparent that N/O
does not vary in a uniform way as a function
of oxygen abundance. In the LMC, the plane-
tary nebulae with the highest oxygen abundances
have the lowest N/O ratios. As the oxygen abun-
dance decreases, the N/O ratio increases, indi-
cating that the progenitors of these objects en-
riched themselves more efficiently in nitrogen. In
contrast, the planetary nebulae in the SMC are
all approximately uniformly enriched in N com-
pared to the ISM by ∆ log(N/O) ∼ 0.7 dex. For
the other galaxies, no clear trends are evident,
though it is noteworthy that the bright planetary
in most of them achieve approximately the same
limiting nitrogen enrichment relative to oxygen,
log(N/O) ∼ 0.5 dex (cf. Fig. 6). Perhaps, the
simplest conclusion is that the progenitors of all
planetary nebulae enrich themselves in nitrogen
to some arbitrary extent, depending upon param-
eters other than initial mass, as appears to occur
in the progenitors of planetary nebulae in systems
without star formation (Richer 2006).
An important question is whether nitrogen en-
richment occurs as a result of the consumption of
carbon or of oxygen also. (The conversion of car-
bon to nitrogen should occur in any case.) That
the neon and oxygen abundances for the plane-
tary nebulae in dwarf irregulars generally follow
the trend found in ELGs argues that the nitrogen
enrichment comes at the expense of carbon. (The
same conclusion is drawn from plotting the Ne/O
abundance ratio as a function of oxygen abun-
dance.)
The N/O ratio may reflect the chemical evo-
lution of the host galaxies as well as the nucle-
osynthesis within the progenitors of these plane-
tary nebulae. Many of the planetary nebulae in
Sextans B and NGC 6822 are examples of the
interplay of these influences since they generally
have both oxygen abundances and N/O ratios
that agree with the value found in the interstellar
medium. Either their progenitors did not dredge
up nitrogen, which is surprising if they were rel-
atively massive, or these galaxies have evolved
chemically very little in the recent past, allowing
the progenitors of their bright planetary nebulae
to be less massive. The latter option, however,
is somewhat at odds with the expectation that
bright planetary nebulae should arise from pro-
genitors of order 2M⊙ (e.g., Marigo et al. 2004).
The lack of nitrogen production is surprising, es-
pecially if the stellar progenitors are massive, since
both the first and second dredge-up as well as hot
bottom burning should all result in nitrogen pro-
duction (e.g., Forestini & Charbonnel 1997). At
any rate, if nitrogen, which should be more easily
produced, is not always dredged up in these pro-
genitors of planetary nebulae, oxygen should be
dredged up even less frequently.
Finally, in Fig. 6, we plot the helium abun-
dances for the planetary nebulae in our sample
as a function of log(N/O). There is little corre-
lation between helium abundance and log(N/O).
Comparing the helium abundances in planetary
nebulae and H II regions in NGC 6822 (Table 2),
the helium enrichment in planetary nebulae spans
the range from zero to a doubling of the original
helium content.
5. Conclusions
We have obtained spectroscopy of a sample of
seven planetary nebulae and four H II regions in
the Local Group dwarf irregular galaxy NGC 6822.
From these data, we calculate their chemical com-
position and find that the planetary nebulae in
NGC 6822 have oxygen and neon abundances very
similar to those in the interstellar medium, from
which we infer that these planetary nebulae arise
preferentially, though not exclusively, as a result
of recent star formation in NGC 6822.
The difference between the mean oxygen abun-
dance in bright planetary nebulae and the mean
for HII regions is consistent with zero regardless of
the level of enrichment, except perhaps in Sextans
A, but the result for this galaxy is based upon a
single planetary nebula. Very generally, we find
that bright planetary nebulae in dwarf irregulars
have oxygen and neon abundances similar to those
found in the interstellar medium in star-forming
galaxies. Since the latter abundance ratio is set by
the nucleosynthetic yields of type II supernovae,
and since the progenitors of planetary nebulae are
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not expected to modify their neon abundances, it
is unlikely that the progenitors of the vast major-
ity of the bright planetary nebulae in our sample
modified their initial oxygen or neon abundances.
Two planetary nebulae in our combined sam-
ple, that in Sextans A and S33 in NGC 6822, do
present abundance ratios indicative of the dredge-
up of oxygen. While it remains to be shown that
oxygen is routinely dredged up, there is a slight
suggestion of a trend wherein this might happen
at low metallicity under some circumstances. On
the other hand, many of the progenitors of the
bright planetary nebulae in Sextans B and NGC
6822 did not dredge up nitrogen, implying that
the dredge-up of nitrogen might be a less common
process than has been thought.
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Table 1
Observed Line Intensitiesa for PNeb and H II regionsb in NGC 6822
wavelength ion A1(λ)
c pn-020 S33 pn-010 pn-012 S16 pn-017
3727 [O II] 4.52 < 51 28.4± 7.2 318± 51 92± 42 22
3868.76 [Ne III] 4.39 41 ± 11 31.7± 2.4 52 ± 14 50± 18 46.5± 6.5 < 47
3889.049 H I 4.37 9.8± 2.0
3967.47 [Ne III] 4.30 10.6± 2.2 8.5± 5.8 49 ± 15
3970.072 H I 4.29 8.9± 2.2 9.3± 5.9
4101.765 H I 4.18 21.3± 1.8 15.0± 3.2 < 34
4340.495 H I 3.97 < 11 43.6± 1.4 34.2± 7.8 49.2± 8.7 34.9± 3.6 37.5± 9.2
4363.21 [O III] 3.95 < 11 29.1± 1.2 20.2± 6.3 10.9± 6.8 14.0± 2.9 23.4± 8.3
4387.929 He I 3.93 2.2± 0.9
4471.477 He I 3.86 3.43± 0.97
4685.75 He II 3.66 < 8 56.7± 1.3 35.4± 6.5 < 13 20.9± 2.2 41.4± 9.1
4711.34 [Ar IV] 3.63 0.4± 1.1
4713.375 He I 3.63 1.2± 1.2
4740.2 [Ar IV] 3.62 3.76± 0.81
4861.332 H I 3.49 100.0± 4.9 100.0± 1.0 100.0 ± 4.7 100.0± 6.2 100.0± 2.1 100.0± 7.6
4958.92 [O III] 3.39 323± 19 380.5± 7.2 265± 15 257 ± 18 424± 14 239± 22
5006.85 [O III] 3.34 1009 ± 51 1178.0 ± 14 787± 38 789 ± 50 1310± 30 747± 59
5200 [N I] 3.19 9.5± 1.1
5412 He II 3.02 6.33± 0.82
5754.57 [N II] 2.75 30.3± 1.4
5875.666 He I 2.65 33.6± 5.3 13.9± 1.2 16.0± 5.7 17.6± 6.7 24.8± 2.6 < 6
6300.32 [O I] 2.40 40.1± 1.5
6312.06 [S III] 2.39 1.5± 1.0
6363.81 [O I] 2.36 15.3± 1.3
6548.06 [N II] 2.26 243.3± 5.3 12.0± 6.0 22.5± 8.3 20.5± 9.1 31.3± 9.7
6562.817 H I 2.26 1097 ± 55 477.4± 7.0 455± 23 545 ± 36 703± 19 420± 34
6583.39 [N II] 2.25 < 12 720.0± 9.2 34.4± 7.1 12.5± 7.8 36.2± 9.4 60 ± 11
6678.149 He I 2.20 12.5± 3.5 3.66± 0.97 6.4± 5.3 < 9 14.0± 3.6
6716.42 [S II] 2.17 4.4± 3.2 4.39± 0.99 77.0± 9.0 < 9 13.4± 3.5 40.2± 9.5
6730.78 [S II] 2.16 20.2± 4.3 5.8± 1.1 61.8± 8.4 < 9 3.5± 2.6 19.8± 7.4
7065.179 He I 2.01 46.3± 8.7 8.6± 1.5 26.9± 3.4
7135.8 [Ar III] 1.98 57.3± 9.2 7.9± 1.5 17.9± 3.1
7319.92 [O II] 1.90 27.8± 8.0 < 26 13.7± 3.3 < 25
7330.19 [O II] 1.90 9.6± 6.1 < 26 12.8± 3.3 < 25
E(B − V )Hα (mag) 1.21± 0.05 0.49± 0.02 0.45 ± 0.06 0.59± 0.08 0.82± 0.03 0.38± 0.08
E(B − V )Hγ (mag) 0.19± 0.07 0.74 ± 0.53 −0.09± 0.41 0.68± 0.23 0.53± 0.57
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Table 1—Continued
wavelength ion A1(λ)
c pn-019 S10 KD29 Ho10 Ho06
3727 [O II] 4.52 < 6 358 ± 15 162± 12
3868.76 [Ne III] 4.39 19.7± 4.4 8.1± 2.2
3889.049 H I 4.37 11.0± 3.6 7.7± 1.9
3967.47 [Ne III] 4.30 1.8± 2.3
3970.072 H I 4.29 5.4± 2.5 4.8± 1.6
4101.765 H I 4.18 17.1± 2.3 12.4± 1.4 17.2± 3.5 19.9± 2.1
4340.495 H I 3.97 41.2± 1.8 34.0± 1.6 44.9± 3.4 31.9± 5.0 41.3± 1.8
4363.21 [O III] 3.95 8.5± 1.4 3.9± 1.1 1.4± 1.7 5.0± 3.6 2.9± 1.2
4471.477 He I 3.86 4.5± 1.3 4.1± 2.3
4685.75 He II 3.66 < 2
4861.332 H I 3.49 100.0 ± 1.6 100.0± 2.0 100.0± 1.6 100.0± 3.2 100.00± 0.96
4958.92 [O III] 3.39 159.5 ± 5.4 94.6± 4.9 36.7± 1.9 146± 10 142.8± 2.3
5006.85 [O III] 3.34 487.6 ± 9.6 302.5± 8.1 109.6± 2.8 436± 18 442.9± 4.7
5200 [N I] 3.19 2.40± 0.68
5875.666 He I 2.65 29.1± 1.9 10.71± 0.91 13.4± 1.7 12.4± 2.2 12.7± 1.3
6300.32 [O I] 2.40 12.2± 1.2 15.4± 2.3
6312.06 [S III] 2.39 4.8± 1.8
6363.81 [O I] 2.36 3.7± 1.0 3.3± 1.7
6548.06 [N II] 2.26 26.7± 7.2 10.5± 2.9 3.7± 6.2
6562.817 H I 2.26 428.7 ± 7.9 596± 15 462.5± 8.4 403± 15
6583.39 [N II] 2.25 5.1± 3.4 35.5± 7.4 37.9± 3.2 15.0± 6.4
6678.149 He I 2.20 3.87± 0.80 4.2± 2.2 3.2± 2.4
6716.42 [S II] 2.17 38.1± 1.2 53.1± 3.1 26.6± 3.3
6730.78 [S II] 2.16 30.7± 1.1 33.7± 2.8 26.3± 3.3
7065.179 He I 2.01 13.2± 1.0 5.1± 2.0
7135.8 [Ar III] 1.98 16.2± 1.1 14.7± 2.7 15.7± 3.9
7319.92 [O II] 1.90 12.0± 1.3 < 5 < 5
7330.19 [O II] 1.90 11.0± 1.2 < 5 < 5
E(B − V )Hα (mag) 0.38 ± 0.02 0.67± 0.03 0.44± 0.02 0.32± 0.06
E(B − V )Hγ (mag) 0.31 ± 0.10 0.74± 0.11 0.11± 0.17 0.87± 0.37 0.28± 0.10
aThe scale is such that F (Hβ) = 100. If no uncertainty is quoted, the value is a 2σ upper limit to the line
intensity.
bpn-020, S33, pn-010, pn-012, S16, pn-017, and pn-019 are planetary nebulae while S10, KD29, Ho10, and Ho06
are H II regions.
cA1(λ) is the Fitzpatrick (1999) reddening law for a reddening E(B − V ) = 1mag and parametrized with a
ratio of total-to-selective extinction of 3.041.
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Table 2
Chemical abundances for PNea and H II regionsa in NGC 6822
quantity line(s) used pn-020 S33 pn-010 pn-012 S16 pn-017
Te 4363/5007 < 15790 19479
+835
−1253 19754
+5220
−4183 14930
+5456
−4877 14019
+1552
−1441 21711
+8775
−5866
Ne 6716/6731 2000 218313563
−1784 186 685
+84
−88 2000 2000
He0/H 5876 0.080+0.010
−0.011 0.053
+0.018
−0.014 0.087
+0.026
−0.029 0.075
+0.029
−0.029 0.083
+0.010
−0.009 0.024
+0.005
−0.006
He+/H 4686 < 0.009 0.055+0.002
−0.002 0.034
+0.007
−0.007 < 0.012 0.020
+0.003
−0.002 0.039
+0.013
−0.010
106 N+/H 6584 0.217E+0.028
−0.025 20.1
+6.0
−1.8 0.97
+0.71
−0.40 0.5
+1.3
−0.4 1.28
0.69
−0.49 1.6
+1.4
−0.7
105 O+/H 3727 < 1.6 0.25+0.66
−0.13 1.9
+2.6
−1.0 1.6
+9.0
−1.2 0.67
+0.33
−2.0
105 O+/H 7325 0.62+0.53
−0.66 < 3.8 1.3
+1.9
−1.3 < 1
105 O2+/H 5007 8.0+1.1
−1.0 6.4
+1.2
−0.6 4.2
+3.3
−1.6 8.0
+18
−4.1 14.7
+5.5
−3.7 3.3
+3.6
−1.6
106 Ne2+/H 3869 26+12
−9 6.5
+1.8
−1.1 10
+14
−6 23
+105
−17 30
+20
−12 6.8
+8.9
−3.5
ICF(N) 14.88 41.97 3.95 6.61 26.53 8.31
ICF(O) 1.07 1.61 1.25 1.10 1.16 1.91
ICF(Ne) 1.15 1.67 1.82 1.32 1.21 2.49
He/H 0.088+0.010
−0.011 0.108
+0.018
−0.014 0.121
+0.027
−0.030 0.087
+0.029
−0.029 0.103
+0.010
−0.010 0.063
+0.014
−0.012
12 + log(N/H) 6.51+0.06
−0.05 8.93
+0.13
−0.04 6.58
+0.32
−0.18 6.5
+1.2
−0.3 7.53
+0.23
−0.16 7.13
+0.37
−0.19
12 + log(O/H) 7.96+0.06
−0.06 8.03
+0.09
−0.04 7.88
+0.30
−0.14 8.01
+0.96
−0.20 8.25
+0.16
−0.10 7.91
+0.37
−0.16
12 + log(Ne/H) 7.48+0.19
−0.16 7.03
+0.12
−0.08 7.26
+0.62
−0.25 7.5
+2.0
−0.3 7.56
+0.28
−0.17 7.23
+0.57
−0.22
log(N/O) −1.45+0.38
−0.47 0.90
+1.14
−0.22 −1.30
+0.67
−0.29 −1.5
+2.8
−0.5 −0.72
+0.31
−0.21 −0.79
+0.37
−0.19
log(Ne/O) −0.48+0.20
−0.17 −0.99
+0.15
−0.09 −0.62
+0.71
−0.30 −0.5
+2.3
−0.4 −0.69
+0.33
−0.20 −0.69
+0.75
−0.30
quantity line(s) used pn-019 S10 KD29 Ho10 Ho06
Te 4363/5007 15735
+1499
−1419 14774
+2279
−2108 < 13872 12935
+4179
−4465 10596
+1549
−1638
Ne 6716/6731 100 188
+143
−108 100 629
+1162
−511 100
He0/H 5876 0.174+0.011
−0.011 0.048
+0.004
−0.005 0.075
+0.009
−0.009 0.067
+0.020
−0.017 0.078
+0.002
−0.005
He+/H 4686 < 0.002
106 N+/H 6584 0.23+0.22
−0.16 1.30
+0.80
−0.49 2.06
+0.14
−0.14 1.1
+3.3
−0.7
105 O+/H 3727 < 6 5.85+0.34
−0.34 6.1
+9.2
−3.1
105 O+/H 7325 2.1+4.0
−2.2 < 1.6 < 2
105 O2+/H 5007 4.3+1.3
−0.9 3.0
+1.7
−0.9 1.34
+0.03
−0.03 6.5
+21
−3.4 12.3
+9.9
−4.3
106 Ne2+/H 3869 6.4+4.1
−2.6 4.0
+4.4
−2.1
ICF(N) 69.53 2.48 1.23 4.25 3.00
ICF(O) 1 1 1 1 1
ICF(Ne) 1.01 1.68 5.38 1.31 1.50
He/H 0.176+0.011
−0.011 0.049
+0.004
−0.005 0.075
+0.009
−0.009 0.067
+0.020
−0.017 0.078
+0.002
−0.005
12 + log(N/H) 7.20+0.42
−0.31 6.51
+0.26
−0.16 6.40
+0.03
−0.03 6.67
+1.30
−0.28
12 + log(O/H) 7.64+0.12
−0.09 7.71
+0.37
−0.20 7.86
+0.02
−0.02 7.93
+1.08
−0.17 8.27
+0.32
−0.12
12 + log(Ne/H) 6.81+0.28
−0.18 6.82
+0.48
−0.23
log(N/O) −0.44+0.42
−0.31 −1.20
+0.89
−0.48 −1.45
+0.04
−0.04 −1.26
+1.30
−0.28
log(Ne/O) −0.83+0.30
−0.20 −0.88
+0.54
−0.26
apn-020, S33, pn-010, pn-012, S16, pn-017, and pn-019 are planetary nebulae while S10, KD29, Ho10, and Ho06 are H II
regions.
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Table 3
Atomic data used
ion Transition Probabilities Collision Strengths
N+ Wiesse et al. (1996) Lennon & Burke (1994)
O+ Wiesse et al. (1996) Pradhan (1976)
McLaughlin & Bell (1993)
O2+ Wiesse et al. (1996) Lennon & Burke (1994)
Ne2+ Mendoza & Zeippen (1982) Butler & Zeippen (1994)
Kauffman & Sugar (1986)
Table 4
Oxygen Abundances in H II regions and PNe in Dwarf Irregulars
Galaxy 12 + log(O/H)H II 12 + log(O/H)PN ∆ log(O/H)
a Datab
Leo A 7.38± 0.10 7.34± 0.10 −0.04± 0.14 1
Sextans A 7.60± 0.20 7.84± 0.11 +0.29± 0.23 2,3
SMC 8.03± 0.10 8.13± 0.06 +0.10± 0.12 4,5
NGC 6822 8.10± 0.10 8.01± 0.14 −0.09± 0.17 6,7,8
Sextans B 8.12± 0.12 7.95± 0.16 −0.17± 0.20 2,3
LMC 8.35± 0.06 8.24± 0.10 −0.11± 0.12 4,5
a∆ log(O/H) = log(O/H)PN − log(O/H)H II
bData: (1) van Zee et al. (2006); (2) Magrini et al. (2005); (3) Kniazev et al.
(2005); (4) Russell & Dopita (1992); (5) a compilation of Aller et al. (1987),
Barlow (1987), Monk et al. (1987), Wood et al. (1987), Dopita et al. (1988),
Meatheringham et al. (1988), Henry et al. (1989), Meatheringham et al.
(1988), Meatheringham & Dopita (1991a) , Meatheringham & Dopita (1991b),
Dopita & Meatheringham (1991), Vassiliadis et al. (1992), Jacoby & Kaler (1993),
Leisy & Dennefeld (1996): see Richer (1993), Richer & McCall (1995), and
Stasin´ska et al. (1998) for more details; (6) Peimbert et al. (2005); (7) Lee et al.
(2006); (8) this study (planetary nebulae only)
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Fig. 1.— From left to right, we present the on-band, off-band, and the two-dimensional spectrum of pn-020
(the wavelength interval including Hβ at bottom and [O III]λλ4959,5007 at top; from UT 19 August 1998).
In the images, north is up and east is to the left. In the spectrum, the spatial axis has east to the left.
The vertical and horizontal lines in the on-band image locate pn-020. Its coordinates are α =19:45:11.5
δ = -14:48:54 (J2000, uncertainty ±1′′). The black bar at the bottom of the on-band image is 30′′ long. The
spectrum clearly demonstrates that the planetary nebula is offset to the east from the faint star visible in the
off-band image. Likewise, the spectrum emphasizes the dramatically different line intensity ratios compared
to the background H II region Ho15
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Fig. 2.— We compare the mean oxygen abundance in bright planetary nebulae and H II regions in dwarf
irregular galaxies. The vertical error bars indicate the uncertainty in the ratio of abundances. The horizontal
bar on each point indicates the abundance range spanned by the planetary nebulae in each galaxy. No range
is shown for Leo A or Sextans A since only one planetary nebula is known in each of these galaxies. The
horizontal dashed line indicates agreement between oxygen abundances in planetary nebulae and H II regions.
Generally, the oxygen abundances in bright planetary nebulae are very similar to those in H II regions. The
open squares connected by a line are the predictions for star-forming galaxies from Richer et al. (1997).
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Fig. 3.— We present the correlation of neon and oxygen abundances in bright planetary nebulae in the
sample of dwarf irregular galaxies for which these data exist. In this and subsequent plots, no uncertainties
are shown for the planetary nebulae in the LMC and SMC since this information is not available from the
original sources, though it is likely that their uncertainties are similar to those for the objects in other galaxies.
The heavy dashed line is the relation between neon and oxygen abundances in H II regions in emission line
galaxies (ELGs) from Izotov et al. (2006), while the thin dashed lines indicate the scatter about this relation.
The generally excellent agreement between the planetary nebulae and the ELGs indicates that the stellar
progenitors of most bright planetary nebulae in dwarf irregulars do not significantly modify either of these
abundances.
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Fig. 4.— We plot the N/O abundance ratio as a function of the oxygen abundance for bright planetary
nebulae in dwarf irregular galaxies. Both log(N/O) and log(O/H) are computed with respect to the values
found in the ISM for the host galaxies in order to emphasize that most bright planetary nebulae have oxygen
abundances similar to those in the ISM and that sometimes even nitrogen is enriched very little.
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Fig. 5.— Here, we plot the N/Ne abundance ratio as a function of the Ne/O abundance ratio for bright
planetary nebulae in dwarf irregular galaxies. Objects that have dredged up oxygen should have low values
of Ne/O, such as occurs for the planetary nebula in Sextans A and S33 in NGC 6822, while N/Ne may vary
according to which dredge-up episodes have occurred. The vertical dashed line is the value of the Ne/O ratio
in star-forming galaxies for 12 + log(O/H) = 8.0 dex (Izotov et al. 2006).
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Fig. 6.— Here, we plot the helium abundance as a function of the N/O abundance ratio for bright planetary
nebulae in dwarf irregular galaxies. The relation is surprisingly flat. It is also perhaps noteworthy that a
similar limiting nitrogen enrichment, log(N/O) ∼ 0.5 dex, is achieved in most galaxies, independently of the
helium abundance.
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